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Danes in America: Kansas and Nebraska, edited by John W. Nielsen,
translated by Ninna Engskov. Danske I Amerika {Danes in America) 2.
1916. Reprint. Blair, NE: Lur Publications, 2002. xii, 114 pp. Illustra-
tions, maps, indexes. $16.50 paper.

Reviewer Rudolf Jensen is professor of Scandinavian studies at Grand '
College. His research interests include Scandinavian emigration and immigra-
tion, as well as Scandinavian history and literature.

This translation of selected articles originally written in Danish by
various authors is the second in a series from Lur Publications about
late nineteenth-century Danish immigrants in the Midwest. The first
volume focused on the history of Danish American Lutheran history
from 1860 to 1908; this second volume focuses on Darush immigration
to Kansas and especially Nebraska. Editor John W. Nielsen explains
that "even before they were linked together in the Kansas-Nebraska
Bul of the 1850s . . . Kansas and Nebraska shared a common history"
(xi). That may be true, but why focus on these states? There were
many more Danish immigrants and Danish settlements in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, and Iowa. Perhaps we may anticipate a third volume from
Lur Publications on those states.

In any case, the editor and the translator deserve congratulations
for trarislating and publishing this long out-of-print history of Danish
immigration to the Midwest. Their project makes the common experi-
ence of nineteenth-century mass immigration accessible to the general
public. Two earlier publications, still in print, are definitive studies of
the Danish-American experience in the United States: A New Life, by
Niels Peter StiUing and Anne Lisbeth Olsen (1994); and Danish Emigra-
tion to the U.S.A., edited by Birgit Hemming Larsen and Herming
Bender (1992).

Dutch Immigrant Women in the United States, 1880-1920, by Suzanne M.
Sinke. Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Centennial Series. Urbana and
Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2002. viii, 295 pp. Illustrations,
notes, index. $39.95 cloth.

Reviewer Betty Bergland is professor of history at the University of Msconsin-
River Falls. Her research and writing have focused on immigrant women.

Immigration history and women's history have been parallel fields for
too long. Suzarme Sirvke's publication on Dutch immigrant women
represents a rich and refreshing integration of these two fields. Her
work thus contributes to a growing scholarship that clearly demon-
strates the gendered nature of immigration, and, further, tiiat a full
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